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Internal Manifolds, a Description of Exact and Broken Symmetries,
Incorporating Rotational Excitations as Implied by the Hypothesis

of Regge-Recurrences1)

by P. Minkowski
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Leuven, Belgium2)

(20. II. 68)

Abstract. An attempt is made to introduce the concept of an internal manifold in elementary
particle physics, and to realize the simultaneous action of the Poincaré group and of an internal
SU 3 symmetry group on this manifold. A restricted class of manifolds is investigated, Riemannian
globally symmetric spaces of type II, on which the internal symmetry group acts through the
adjoint representation.

The interplay of the two groups supplemented by several auxiliary assumptions determines the
manifold uniquely. The abstract manifold and the two Lie transformation groups acting on it are
reexamined considering a linear boundary value problem on the manifold, stripped partly of its
structure as homogeneous space, to allow the symmetry substitutions of the solutions determine
the actions of the two transformation groups. The boundary value problem gives rise to a spectrum
of masses depending on spin and internal quantum numbers. Meson and baryon masses are calculated

defining special models, in which a continuation to complex angular momenta is carried out.
The situation for space like momenta is investigated and the restrictions imposed on the

potentials defining the aforementioned models, by demanding that no solutions exist for space
like momenta, are studied. The differential equation on the manifold is separable and is reduced
to a second order linear differential equation in one dimension. The location of the bound solutions
is deterjmined from an associated Jost function. The differential equation is studied by mapping
it on an analog potential scattering equation. The analog energy and potential strength appear as

algebraic functions of mass, spin and internal quantum numbers.
Th-; breaking of symmetry is treated as a perturbation. Mass splittings within meson and

baryon SU 3 multiplets are obtained in first approximation with respect to the strength of the
breaking.

1. Introduction

a) General Considerations Initiating the Present Investigations
An elementary particle or a state with specified quantum numbers is treated in an

analogous way to an atom, conceived as a first hypothesis to be elementary as a
conseduence of assumed ignorance of the fact that the atom is composed of a nucleus
and a surrounding electron cloud.

AH the information about a possible internal structure of the atom is therefore to
be obtained from scattering experiments. To outline the analogy further the resonance
scattering of light by an atom is compared with the tc A-scattering near the energies

This
2) Postal
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of the observed resonances. If the resonance scattering is mainly elastic we have the
well known formula for the total elastic cross section

ym „ " (2/g 4-1) T%'"' A2 2(2jG+l) (k-ER)z+(rt,jA) LJ ^•'¦l

where jR is the angular momentum of the excited state of the atom, jG the angular
momentum of the ground state, FR the width of the resonance, ER its energy and k
the energy of the incident photon, of, is to be compared with the peaks in the tc+ p or
tc~ p elastic cross sections, <j„ ± P, near the A and tl* resonances, allowing for increasing
inelasticities for the states with high masses [2].

The interpretation of the spectroscopic patterns in terms of a spectrum of energy
eigenvalues, the corresponding eigenstates displaying the detailed structure of the
electron shell, will serve us as a guiding model in looking for an internal manifold,
describing strongly interacting particles and resonances and their energy spectrum.

The remarkable validity of an approximate SU 3 symmetry scheme or the
'Eightfold Way', first conceived by Gell-Mann [3] and Ne'eman [4], and the splitting
of masses within the SU 3 multiplets as antagonistic principles have led to two distinct
descriptions of broken symmetries, the group-theoretic approach and investigations
of current commutation relations.

The first method, which is best called marriage of the Poincaré group to the
internal symmetry group proved to be inconsistent with general principles, except in
trivial cases [5, 6]. The strength of the objections relies on the fact, as stressed by
Jost [6], that a unitary representation of the comprising group implies the existence
of the Garding domain, which is dense in the Hilbert space carrying the representation,
and on which the enveloping algebra of the corresponding Lie algebra is generated by
essentially self-adjoint operators.

The basically identical situation is apparent from S. Coleman's critic of the
relativistic SU 6 group [7]. In this work special representations are studied. Coleman
supposes the widths of the resonances, which are to be looked upon as stable particles
with respect to strong interactions, to vanish. This enables one to extract these
irreducible representations of the Poincaré group from th ebackground of multi-
particle states in the continuous spectrum of the mass operator M =J\/p2dE(P)
a procedure which in general proves to be impossible in axiomatic field theory.

Restricted to the one particle states, of which only a finite number is supposed
to lie within a finite mass interval, the representation represents faithfully a group of
the form G K ® (A x A) Coleman conjectures. K is a compact group, A contains
the homogeneous Lorentz transformations, A is an abelian normal subgroup of A X A,
containing the group of space and time translations. (® denotes the direct product,
X the semi-direct product.)

Once the algebraic 'Überbau' of group theory is lost, broken symmetries seem to
become ununderstandable. We are therefore led to search for a mechanism giving rise

to the breaking of a given group which in our case we take to be P ® SU 3 (P
Poincaré group).

It is appropriate, we think, to recall here a much older but similar situation with
respect to the hydrogen atom. As is well known and first demonstrated by Pauli [8],
the Kepler problem can be described in an entirely algebraic way, both in the classical
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and in the quantum mechanical framework. The method consists of introducing the
operators g

L §Ap; B=Y(pAL-LAp)-fcee2jr
H Y^-T> B2 2/*eH(L2+%2'\)+p:ee2'l

(§ : position coordinate of the electron relative to the proton, p : electron momentum,
B : Leriz vector, pte me mpjme + mp : reduced mass of the electron, e : electron charge),
which obey the following commutation relations

[L„ Lk] i eikt % Ll ; [Bu Bk] i sikl (- 2pte H) Le

[L„ Bk] i eikl %Be;LB BL 0. (1.2)

For states with negative energy the relations 1.2 can be expressed by normalized
operators

M=A-L, N=4r^=-==-Bn * y-2peH

[Mtl Ms] i etsr Mr [Nt, Ns] * etsr Mr

[Mt,Ns] ietsrNr MN=NM=0 (1.3)

(- 2pte %2 H) (M2 + N2 + Ï) (pte e2)2 1

The operators /± (M + N) 1/2 subjected to the condition J\ J2_ generate the

group 0 4, as is well known. From 1.3 all facts about the discrete spectrum of the
hydrogen atom considered as a Kepler problem can be obtained. Looking however at
the relativistic problem or at the real hydrogen spectra, displaying the fine structure
of the levels, the group O 4 is found to be broken, and this happens in a way which
cannot be described by any reasonable algebraic means.

Historically the memorable foundations of wave mechanics by Schrödinger [9]
have revealed a new aspect of the internal structure of the hydrogen atom, on which
the relevant equation and energies appear as an eigenvalue problem, i.e. as the
Schrödinger equation.

H W(l t) i dt W(l t) (- -£- AS-^)W (1.4)

with the boundary condition that xp(§, t) be square integrable over R3.
Thel same properties as in the algebraic treatment are found back again, but this

is not the end of the story in this theory, because now the boundary value problem
can be considered as the starting point towards a relativistic wave equation including
spin, the Dirac equation.

b) Characteristics of the Present Approach

The present work is an attempt to introduce the concept of an internal manifold
in elementary particle physics. The internal manifold is the carrier space of the
representations, as coordinate transformation groups, of two groups, the Poincaré
group a^id an internal SU 3 symmetry group (our results can be generalized without
difficulty to include any internal compact semisimple Lie group).
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These two representations are not a priori related to any conservation laws. The
action of the Poincaré group in our approach generates the corresponding exact
conservation laws. However the transformations of the internal group generate exactly
conserved quantities if and only if they commute as coordinate transformations with
the action of the Poincaré group on the internal manifold. Thus a breaking mechanism
is easily realized.

The interplay of the above two groups on the internal manifold proves to impose
rather restrictive conditions on it. We investigate a class of manifolds, which is

mathematically well understood and completely classified, Riemannian globally
symmetric spaces of type II. We show that the above mentioned restrictions
supplemented by the requirement of minimal dimension for the manifold M, determine M
uniquely.

On the Riemannian globally symmetric spaces of type Ha given group (in our case

the internal symmetry group K) acts through the adjoint representation ad*\ The

kernel of the homomorphism h, h: K -> ad# is the center of K, Z%¦ The group
represented on M is therefore K/Zg (in the case of SU 3: ZSUa Z3, Z3: cyclic group
of three elements). This implies that no state with fractional charge (e.g. quarks) will
appear.

Once the manifold is determined, on given coordinates an arbitrary coordinate
transformation can be performed. This means that if a choice of coordinates displays
in a simple way the group transformations, the physical interpretation of these
coordinates can be quite obscure, whereas intuition indicates, that the internal manifold

is related to a space time structure of particles.
We therefore start anew retaining only the general informations on the internal

manifold gained from the purely mathematical construction of M. We consider a

linear boundary value problem on M. The coordinates which render this problem
most simple will in general not coincide with the special coordinates used before.

We investigate particularly the dependence of meson and baryon masses on

complex angular momenta (Regge trajectories) in various models. We show that the
a priori arbitrary potentials defining these models are restricted by the requirement
that no solutions exist with space like momenta or imaginary masses.

We do not expect that these models allow to compute the masses of physically
observed particles, but we wanted to show that it is possible to obtain Regge
trajectories with reasonable characteristics.

We show further, that the possible values of the mass are given by the zeros of the

Jost function associated with an analog potential scattering differential equation of
second order in one dimension, if the analog energy and potential strength are
expressed by appropriate rational functions of the mass, spin and internal quantum
numbers of the physical solution in question.

Composite particles as nuclei evidently show an internal manifold. The coordinates
of this internal manifold of nuclei can be given by the relative positions of the
constituent particles or as in the droplet model by the position of a volume element of the
droplet. The proposed structure does not a priori postulate compositeness but rather
constitutes a mathematical model which can display features related to a composite
particle.
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II. The Internal Manifold, Assumptions and Uniqueness

1. Definitions
Let ip(x, z) be a wave function which shall be the solution of a partial linear

differential equation, and satisfies the boundary conditions which define the eigenvalue
problem.

x =j (x^) ; pt 0,1,2, 3, is a four vector which is to be related to the center of mass
coordinates of the particles described by ip.

z=,(zx, ,zN) represents a point of the internal manifold M of dimension N,
as mapped locally on a Euclidean space EN with coordinates zx, zN.

The| abstract Poincaré group will be denoted by P with elements tc= (a, A) its
covering group by Ci3 with elements q (a, A), the homogeneous Lorentz group by.d
with elements A, its covering group by S 4 SL(2, C) with elements A.

Ta J T„ denotes the action of the Lorentz transformation (a, A) on the
manifold (x, z). We assume the action Tn: (x, z) ->(Ax + a, z') to be a diffeomorphism
(i.e. rJis a différentiable mapping 1 to 1 and T^1 is différentiable).

Thel set of transformations T„ considered as mappings of M onto M will be

denoted, by r • r becomes a representation of P by the composition law

(."„A,) T(a„A,) Tfa+A^AzA,) • (H-U

The abstract SU 3 group will be denoted by K, its elements by x. The symbol Sx

denotes the action of K on (x, z), Sx: (x, z) ->- (x, z') shall be a diffeomorphism. The

set of transformations Sx from M onto M will be called S. The Sx satisfy the composition

law
SXl SXi SXiXi K1>2eK. (II.2)

2. The Action of S

Assumption A 1 : M is a globally symmetric analytic Riemannian manifold of

type III (not necessarily irreducible).
Hence there exists a semisimple, compact, connected Lie group G such that

M G ® GjDG, where DG is the subgroup of G ® G formed by the diagonal elements

g ® g, g eG. G ® GjDG can be mapped canonically on G :

gi®gz^ gi g? ¦

The action of G ® G on M is given by

gi ® g2 ¦ h->gxhg21 (II.3)
Restricted to DG this gives

g ® g : h^ghg-1. (II.4)

Introducing locally normal coordinai00 on M which are again denoted by h

(hx, hN) the action of DG is represented by

geDG,g: h-*ghg-x a.dS(g)h (II.5)

For the notions of differential geometry and symmetric spaces reference is made of [10].
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{adG(g) | g e G} constitute the adjoint representation of G. We now assume K C G

as a topological Lie subgroup. This reduces S to the following transformation group :

SxeS Sx: h-*xhx~x adÀ (x)h. (11.6)

A 1 seems to be a rather restrictive assumption which together with II.4 and II.5
reduce the action of S to the set of linear transformations {adc(«) | x e K}. They form

a subgroup of adG which itself is a subgroup of SO(N). In the case G K the right
and left translations Dx, Lx induce separately isometric transformations on M.

Since G is semisimple it is the direct product of a finite number of simple connected

Lie groups G Gx ® G2 ® ® Gn. The Lie algebra of G is the direct sum of the

ideals rx, r„, the Lie algebras of Gx,... ,G„ respectively F Fx © © Fn.

The generators oi K, qx, ,qa decompose in a natural way in the ideals Fx, T„

it € © qf] © ••• © rf° ïf'eA, * i,..., 8.

The y/*>, k 1, n satisfy the commutation relations of SU 3

[qt\q^] ò^iijsqf (11.7)

fijs structure constants of SU 3.

rh is of course left invariant, as an ideal, a fortiori under the action of S. This leads

to the second assumption.
A 2: In J1 there is no vector which is left invariant under the action of S.

A 2 implies qfi +0Vi. The qf> are linearly indépendant V k. Therefore KkC Gk.

Kk is generated by the Lie algebra {qf1}, i 1, 8 and is (locally) isomorphic to K.
The dimension of dk of Fk has to be > 8. We have therefore reduced the possible

manifolds Fk to be simple compact Lie algebras which contain the Lie algebra of Kk,
the k corresponding, as a Lie subalgebra.
A 3: The irreducible spaces Fk are of minimal dimension compatible with A 1,2.

Hence rk Q, V k. Q: Lie algebra of K.
A 1, 2, 3 determine M up to a coordinate transformation to be the direct sum of n
Lie algebras Fx, r„; Fk^ Q, k 1, ,n.

M rx®r2®... ®rn. (II.8)

We now consider the exponential mapping of the tangent space M locally onto G

to redefine Gu globally as the universal covering group of G

Gu=GXu®G2u®--- ®Gnu (11.9)

Giu is isomorphic to the universal covering group Ku of K (in our case Ku K).
The action of 5 on M is given by the group of inner automorphisms of Gu induced

by the elements of DG CG of the form x ® x ® ®x xD,xsK:
xD(n): gi ® ¦¦• ® gn-> xgi*'1 ® ¦¦¦ ® Kgn*'1- (11.10)
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We denote by IntD (K) the group of inner automorphisms of Gu G associated eith

DG. The mapping <f>: n -> Intp(M) is an isomorphism of K/Zg onto Int^ (K) (Zg :

center of K). We conclude that the action of S on M does not represent faithfully the

group K SU 3, but

S <—> KjZk SU 3/Z3 <—> means represents faithfully.

Z3 is the center of SU 3 composed of the three matrices

/1 0\
eiv(2*IS) j J j

\0 1/

(11.11)

0,1,2

Hence A 1, 2, 3 imply that Z# is not represented by S.

It is to be stressed at this point that A 1, 2, 3 can be considered as ad hoc assumptions

which reduce M and S to the form given by II.8, 9, 10. On the other hand if an

approach along similar lines leading to other choices of M and S (e.g. when quarks
are required to be present) is followed up, A 1, 2, 3 must be modified. This means
that the beautiful theory of symmetric spaces cannot be applied to its full content
to the problem.

3. The Action of r
Let F denote the abelian subgroup of SU 3 generated by F3 and rs corresponding

to the third component of isotopie spin and hypercharge respectively.
A 4 : The elements of S, Sx with xe F commute as coordinate transformations with

all Tn e x, tc e P.
A 4 is equivalent to the following commutative diagram

M
f I

M

-> M
I /

-> M

VfeF (11.12)

1/3

Figure 1

A 4 is motivated by the assumption that a theory of hadrons is thinkable which
does not take into account the weak interactions, as a good approximation to the real
world. In this approximation I3 and Y are exactly conserved. L3 and Y are related
to the unitary representation of F in Hilbert space.

/ exp (arz+b r%) -> exp

A 4 cannot be exploited immediately because the eigenspaces of the matrices Ad r3,
AdT8 (F3 — i I3, rs — i |/3/2 Y) have complex components relative to the
normal coordinates we have chosen on M. Hence we are lead to consider the com-

plexification Mc of the Lie algebra of G Gx ® ® Gn. The complex structure JM
on Mc is induced by the mapping

MC M ®M JM (X © Y) (- Y ® X) X,YeM

iaI3-ib^-Y)=U(f).
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The restriction of Mc to real coordinates will be denoted by MR. We will also consider

the complexification of the Poincaré group Pc, or better of its covering group Q P,
QPC, obtained by complexifying the Lie algebra FIR of PR and introducing the
complex structure JP on LJC :

nc nR ®nR; jp(q1®q2) (-q2®qx) QX2enR.

We cannot conclude that the action of x as a Lie transformation group acting on MR
can be analytically continued to the action of xc on Mc, especially since Tkwill in
general not act transitively on MR (xc denotes the complexification of the Poincaré
group as a Lie transformation group, see e.g. (11)). The complexified groups to which
our investigations are extended are:

GR GXR ® ® G„R -> Gc Gxc ® ® Gnc

Gic^Kc; ÌC SL(3,C)

PR Ä X TrR (4) -> Pc Äc x Trc (4) (11.13)

QPR SL(2, C) x TrÄ (4) -> {SL(2, C) ® SL(2, C)} x Trc (4) CAC x Trc (4)

qAc denotes the universal covering group of the group of complex Lorentz
transformations Ac e Ac which preserve the scalar product

(x, y) *" g„, ?;x,yeCt: (Ac x)" gflv (Ac yf x" gßV y*.

Äc SL(2, C) ® SL(2, C)/Z2

Trc (4) is the group of complex translations in C4. X denotes the semi-direct product.
In order to ascertain the analytical structure of the action of x on MR we make the

following assumption :

A 5: 3 a Lie group QR which contains PR as a Lie subgroup and which acts transitively
on MR. The analytic structure induced on MR by the identification mapping
MR <-> Qr/HXii where HXt(QR) is the isotropy group of an arbitrary point x0 e MR

with respect to QR, is compatible with the analytic structure of MR as the Lie

algebra of GR.

In other words, if we represent the coordinate transformation induced by Tq, qeQR
using locally normal coordinates qx, qa for the elements of QR, by the functions

Tq'- 4)-*¦ *fw tfwK»; ?i>•¦•.?«}

<p'm are analytic functions of all its arguments for x and q in a complex neighbourhood
of the origins in the respective spaces.

A 5 could probably be replaced by a weaker assumption.

It permits to consider the action of xc on Mc, which is the restriction to Pc of the

action of Qc as an analytic Lie transformation group on Mc. A 4 can now be extended
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to the i complexified abelian group Fc generated by r3, iF13, -T8, iTa, and xc acting
on Mc\:

T
Mq >. Mq

fc I { fc VfceFcT„cefc. (11.14)

Mq y Mc
T"C

Figure 2

We consider the consequences of 11.14 in the root spaces of the Cartan subalgebra of
SL(3, C)x ® ® SL(3, C)„ generated by {/"L,Ffkr}, k — 1, n as a basis over
the complex numbers. Let the vectors e /^belonging to the roots (1, 0), (1/2, ^3/2),

(- 1/2,1/3/2), (- 1, 0), (- 1/2, - 1/3/2), (1/2, - 1/3/2) be called Ex(k), Et(k), Ee(k),
E_x(k), E_A[k), E_6(k), k=l, ,n respectively. We look at the following subspaces

ofMct
MlQ {zeMc\z zx Ee(l) ® z2 Ee(2) ©¦¦¦®z„ Ee(n)}

l=±l. ±4, ±6; z{eC.
11.14 implies xc Mc C Mlc. xc induces on Mc analytic coordinate transformations:

Tnexc: (zl,...,z°n)^(zï\...,zr)
#* cp* (zx, ...,zn;px,..., pxo) tc (px, pxo) (11.15)

Let fo\ be exp[+2ÌXT3], 1 Xx + iX2 and I 4. /c induces on Mc the mapping
exp (2 i r3) z^ exp [2 i Ad T3] z^ expl 2<4>. 11.14 implies

,.v exp 2 j a r3
zf,...,^ — exp A (*<*>,...,*<?>)

j y ^ ji
r*j ç?! [exp A 24, jr],..., <?„

» exp 2 * A T3
9?3.(2;(4>, ji), cpn exp X (<px[z*,Tc], ...,cpn)

(11.16)

Figure 3

Let z zw and pi exp2. 11.16 is equivalent to

cpi(pi z,ti) pt cp{(z, tc) (11.17)

Wë have been careless in defining the topology on Mc and xc as can be seen from
11.17, which implies for zx ^ 0

9»i(*. ^ %^ (*, «) =27** **(*• ") *i27:J **(*• ») =Zx y^z' ni

Y (pi z, tc) Y(z> n) t 1, 2, » (11.18)

.^y* ils interpreted to induce locally an analytic transformation of Pr (zx, zn)

onto itself. Pr (zx, zn) Pr (n) denotes the complex projective space of n complex
variables zx, zn pt zx, pt z„, pieC.
A 6: fc acts locally transitively on the spaces Pr (n, Mlc), I ± 1, ± 4, ± 6.
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Pr (n, M1q) denoting the projective space Pr(n) associated with the n dimensional
complex vector space Mlc.

As a consequence of A 5 and A 6 the spaces Pr (n, Mlc) can be locally mapped
on the spaces - ~

Vc PqIHq(z0, I) Hc (z0, I) C Pc (11.19)

Hc(z0,1) denotes the isotropy group of a point z0e Mc, contained in Pc. We use
normal coordinates for the elements Fie Pc:

(px,:..,pxa)enc nR®nR
Jp- (Pi,--- Pio) ->(ip-r,.-.,i p10) ¦

The operation of complex conjugation * extends to an involutory automorphism of Pc
onto itself :

*: (Pi,---,Pio)->(PÏ,Pt---,PÎo)-
A 7: Hc(z0,1) is stable under the * operation, / ± 1, ± 4, ± 6.

A 7 implies that HR(z0,1), the coordinates of which are real with respect to a basis

in FIR, the Lie algebra of PR, is a Lie subgroup of PR. Therefore A 5, 6, 7 imply the
existence of ** ""

Vr-PrIHr(z0,1) dimVR n-l. (11.20)

To determine « by a minimality requirement use is made of a further assumption.
A 8: The action of xR(A) of the homogeneous Lorentz transformations on MR

commutes as coordinate transformation group with the action of S.
Let m3, ms denote the following linear subspaces of M :

mt={zjz z1FÌ &z2F<2 ® ¦¦¦ ®znriy, t 3,8

mt can be considered as mf, vector space over C or as mf, vector space over R. Since

the failure of xR and SR to commute comes about through the representation of
translations on the spaces mf'Ä which can as a consequence of A 8 be identified with
Mem, we conclude that the representation of A on MlR and therefore also on VlR must
be extendable to a representation of PR which does not represent trivially the translation

group. This does not mean however, that the actual representation on a given
MlR or VlR represents in a nontrivial way the translation group.

3. Determination of the Dimension of the Spaces mf, MR; t 3, 8, I Az 1, Az 4, + 6

(1) n 1, 2 is excluded.

Proof: n 1. The dimensions of MlR and mf being all 1, PR is trivially represented
in MR. Therefore t commutes with S, which is in disagreement with our assumptions.

n 2. dim V- 1. This implies that the homogeneous Lorentz transformations

are represented trivially in MR. Looking at the representation of PR in mf the above

implies the existence of a Lie subgroup of PR of dimension > 8, in which the
translation group is not entirely contained. Since there is no such subgroup n 2 can be
excluded q.e.d.
(2) n — 3 can be excluded.
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Proof: dim VR 2. From this we conclude, that the translations are trivially
represented in MlR.

In mf the transformation group representing PR which does not represent all
translations trivially is uniquely determined up to a coordinate transformation (see

appendix) : Let A be a light like vector (X2 0), a a scalar. Consider the real projective
space Pr (3) :

(X, a) (a X, a a) a e Rx.

The dimension of Pr (3) is three. The action of rR on Pr (3) is given by

(a, A) : (X, o)-*(AX,o+ (a, A X)) (11.21)

11.21 can be represented on the light cone by the following substitution:

O- + 0 Ax -; (a,A): A _». f\ ^J\.. X\ 0. (11.22)1 a v ' a a A-(a, AX) l+(a, AXX) 1 v

A 5, 6,1 7 limit MR to the following form for n 3 :

MR {zjz z\ r* ® z\ Fl © z\ Fl) ,zieRx.

The actions of A and S are given by

{ZD2 + {ZD2 + (4)2 \Zk\2

A e A i 4 -> A\ *J + A\ | z \k Tx e S: 4 ->¦ ad(x)J 4 (4- 4 **) % (IL23)

A 8 implies |ad(x)j z,| ad(x)£ |z'|; V», Vzm. This is clearly impossible q.e.d.
(3) The case n 4.

We are led to consider x on mf with dimension 4. The isotropy group H(x0, t) of a

point -J0 e wf has the dimension 6. Let LH denote the Lie algebra of H. We choose

the following basis in FIR: T0, T3 generate the translations in the 0, ,3
direction respectively.

M"v

The generators in LH have the following components in FIR :

h'eLH ¥ £<•'>* Ls + rç<'>J Ns + £»" 7;
Â« (|('); ^« ^,(0) «' 1,... 6

Another basis for the Lie algebra L of /1 is sometimes used bX23 LX23, bi&i
NX23. (|, rj) is abbreviated by f.

The homogeneous part of iï is a Lie subgroup of A. The following two cases have
to be distinguished :

(oc) j 1, 6 are linearly independent.
Iß\ ' j 1, 6 are linearly dependent.

83

0 Ni N2 N3\

-Nx
-N, -

0

-L3

L3

0

-L2
'

lx
1

are the generators of
infinitesimal Lorentz

transformations.

-N3 L2 --Lx o/
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(a) : The general element of H is of the form geH: g (a(A), A), A arbitrary. As a

consequence of the group properties of H it follows

a(A2 Ax) A2 a(Ax) + a(A2) (11.24)

Further information about H will be gained considering the representation of PR by
5x5 matrices

pi: (a,A)

FIR is mapped by pi on the matrices

A"

0

a1"

i
; (IL25)

pt: C,0->l-!lll£L.j. (II.25a)

The commutation law in i7Ä is given by

EC «. fo. ?)] (K. *?L A(0 - A(t?) # (11.26)

The elements of LH are of the form h= (Ç,p(Ç)), t,eL, arbitrary. 11.24 implies

X(t,)P(rj)-X(rj)p(ì;)=p([ì:,rj]) (11.27)

X and p are linear functions of their arguments (e.g. X% X%a £a, a 1, 6).
Proposition: Any p(£) satisfying 11.27 is of the form

.indépendant of Ç. M-W*. d^)
Proof: (i) 11.28 implies 11.27. If p(Ç) X(Ç) q then

X(C) P(rj) - X(r,) P(C) [X(0, X(fj)] q X([Ç, rj]) q p([Ç, rj])

(ii) 11.27 imphes 11.28. Let us denote by a the basis elements Af" of L: f |a',
a', a 1, 6, and let Xa X(a), pa p(a). Then 11.27 takes the form

KPp -hßP* clßPy'< Khß -*-ßK c\ßK (II.27a)

cyaß: structure constants of the Lorentz group:

(Ad x) ß [a, ß] =clßy= (Ad a)J y (Ad «)J cj,.
Since the connected part of /I is semisimple the Killing form is non-singular. For
semisimple groups caßy g c%ß, gxß — S p(Ad a, Ad ß) is totally antisymmetric
with respect to the indices a, ß, y. From II.27a it follows

Since the matrices Xa constitute an irreducible representation of L, the Casimir
operator gaa Xa Xa is a multiple of the unit matrix. Therefore

dpß-g«°x<Txßpa cyxapy

dpß Xß(g«°X!rpa)+g«°clßXypa

+ c"/ X<Tpy Xßqx; qr £aXapa\d\= f*Xa Xß (11.29)
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It remains to be shown that d 4= 0. This can be seen directly since

gaßXa Xß oc XI + XI + Xl - (XI + Xl + X2) 3 1

which implies d 4= 0 and finally

Pß h9- 1=^f"KPa q-e.d. (11.30)

Using the representation 11.25 and exponentiating the infinitesimal matrices we have
P(C) X(C) q

i m
exp

0

P(C)\ /exp(A(C)) (expA(f) x
(11.31)

0 / V °

From 11.31 we deduce the form of a (A) :

aq(A) =Aq-q. (11.32)

From 11.32 one easily verifies 11.24. We conclude: to the isotropy group HXo of a point
x0 e mf is associated a four vector q(x0) such that

#*»,,(*(»= {aq(A),A}

Since no pure translation is in H„ and since dim mf 4, the translations act, at least

locally, transitively on mf. Let us identify a point xemt with a if T(a, 1 sends x0
into x. The isotropy group of x will be

Hx {(a, \)(Aq- q, A) (- a, 1)} {(A (q - a) - (q - a), A)} (11.33)

Performing a translation T (a.= q, 1 and calling z0 the point T (q, 1 x0 the isotropy
group of z0 becomes HZa {0, A} i.e. the homogeneous Lorentz group. Identifying mf
with PRjHZit we have

m, ^ 7?4 xeR±: (a,A):x^Ax + xta (11.34)

rt scale factor.

The above result can be stated equivalently : a six-dimensional Lie subgroup of PR
which does not contain any pure translation is equivalent to the homogeneous
Lorentz group.

The scale factors xt can not be chosen arbitrarily because the relative scale of the
spaces mt is given by the requirement that xt e mf can be incorporated into the direct
sum of four Lie algebras isomorphic to the Lie algebra of SU 3, in which the structure
constants fix the scale. The above reasoning holds only for the four-dimensional
subspace of m3 © ms in which the translations are actually represented (t + 0). This
will turn out to be mR.

(ß) The generators of the homogeneous part of LH £', i= 1,... ,6 are linearly
dependent.
Let (i'.p*) be a basis in LH. 3 X{ such that X{ ¥ 0. Since (P.p') axe taken

linearly independent
2JX, p' p* *o.
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We conclude that in H there is at least one pure translation (p*, 1). We call Hh the

group of homogeneous Lorentz transformation A such that (a, A) e H for some a.
The pure translations in LH span a linear vector space denoted by EH C i?4. Let
(a, A) eH, peEH. Then

(a, A) (pA) (a,A)-x=(ApA)eH
This implies that EH is invariant under Hh. We now add another assumption to the
previous ones which extends A 6 in a natural way to the spaces mf.
A 9 : xR acts transitively on the four dimensional subspace moim3 © me on which the

translation group is nontrivially represented.
A 9 implies EH(x0) which depends on x0 e m with respect to which the isotropy group
H(x0) is considered, is a proper subspace of i?4 for all x0 e m.

Proof : Assume that at some pointy em EH(y) i?4. This means that Tr (4) C Hy.
As a consequence of A 9 we can locally identify a point x of m with (0, A) modulo H
if T(0, A) sends y into x. But Hx (0, A) Hy(0, A-1). Hence (0, A) Tr(4) (0, A'1)
Tr (4), Tr (4) C Hx for all x'vaa. neighbourhood of y. This contradicts our assumptions
on the breaking of symmetry through the representation of at least a part of the
translation group on m.

Let (ax, A) and (a2, A) be in HXa. Then (ax, A) (— A'1 a2, A'1) (ax — a2,1 6 HXo.

This implies ax — a2 e EH. Therefore H is a semi-direct product of a group consisting
of elements (a(A) jEH, A) withA e Hh and (EH, 1 Hence dimH dim EH + dim Hh 6.

From the above propositions it follows that dim EH < 3, dim Hh < 4. The possible
choices of dimensions are : dim Et 3, dim Hh 3 and dim Ei 2, dim Hh 4.
The second combination can immediately be discarded, because the only four
dimensional Lie subgroup of A, G*(l) (up to equivalence) does not leave invariant
any two dimensional subspace of Rt. G*(l) is determined by a light like vector X:

G*(l, X) {A | A X cA X, cA arbitrary}

We are led to consider the three dimensional Lie subgroups of A and to determine
the three dimensional subspaces which are left invariant by these groups.

The analysis is conducted through the use of the covering group of P, Q P, called
the quantum mechanical Poincaré group in (12), with elements (a, A), A e SL(2, C),
and the composition law

(a2, A2) (ax, Ax) (a2 + A(A2) ax, A2 Ax)

A(A) is the Lorentz transformation associated with A. There are three classes of
three dimensional Lie subgroups of SL(2, C) and A (see appendix) :

(1) Gt(4) : {A | Ap p, p2 1}p, time like vector;
(2) G3 (3) : {A | A pt pt, pc2 — 1} pi, space like vector ;

(3) Gt(2, ± tc), G3(2, y), Gj(2, y, - 1), G3(2, 0), Gt(2, 0, - 1), groups associated with
a light vector X.

The third class is more differentiated than the classes (1) and (2) and will be
considered last.
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(1) G*(4) is the little group of a time like vector p and is equivalent to the rotation
group in three dimensional space.

EH is determined by p : EH {£ | p | 0}. On m the following coordinates can be
introduced m: (p, a), p2 1, a: scalar

(a, A): (p,ó)-*(Ap,o+(a,Ap)). (11.35)

11.35 can be compared to 11.21. (p, a) can be mapped on V+ + V_ (V+ + V_: the
interior of the future and past light cones including the points at infinity).

ft-!-; (-.4): ei-> 1+iXr) (IL36)

(2) G*(3) is the little group of a space like vector pt. It is equivalent to the three
dimensional Lorentz group. EH is determined by pt : En {f | pi £ 0}. The following
coordinates can be chosen on m

m: (pi, a), pi2 — 1, a scalar (a, A) : (pi, a) -> (A pi, a + (a, A pi)) (11.37)

(pi, a) can be mapped on the complement of V++ V_, C (V+ + V_), the light cone
excluded, points at infinity included

«¦-£: (^: e.-» 14-îX) • (IL38)

If we take the union of V+ + V_, C (V+ + V_), LC (LC: light cone), with the
representations given by 11.36, 38, 22 respectively, we obtain a space m* on which rR does

not act transitively, but which will prove to bear an important representation of PR

Qem*,(a,A): e-y^y- (H.39)

(3) a) G*(2, zh n) is the little group of a light like vector X. EH is determined by X:

EH {£ | X f 0}. The following coordinates can be chosen

m : (X, a) ; (a, A) : (X, o)-*(AX,o+ (a, A X)). (11.40)

The mapping (X, a) -> Xja is not 1 to 1 (compare with 11.21, 22).
b) We will now consider a set of three dimensional Lie subgroups which if they are

simultaneously Lie subgroups of A and 54 are denoted by a symbol *. The groups
G3(2, y) depend on a real parameter y, — 2jr<y<27i and on a light like vector X.

The group considered in (a) will turn out to be a special case of (b) when y +tc,
which has to be distinguished from the rest of the groups G3(2, y). (For a detailed
analysis of the Lorentz group see e.g. (12).)

The three dimensional groups associated with a light like vector X considered in the
following as subgroups of SL(2, C) are all subgroups of G*(l) C SL(2, C) associated
with the same vector X. Let (X) denote the 2x2 matrix Xß a

I „ - I» or; : Pauli matrices, t — 1, 2, 3>
I01/ I

G* (1, X) is given by {A | A (X) A + cA(X)}. A + denotes the hermitian conjugate matrix
to A. If a coordinate system is chosen such that X has coordinates (1/2, 0, 0, 1/2) then
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and G*(l, X) is given by the triangular matrices

B Ie a\ with B(X) B+ | c |2 (X)

The composition law within G*(l) is given by

a2 \ (ci C2 ci a2 + ai c~%

0 C"V
"~ \ 0 (Cl c2)-\

The following sets of matrices depending on the parameter y constitute the three
dimensional Lie subgroups of G*(l) :

b real _ J |R (exp[beiyl2] a \\
a compie, G^2' * V \B I B ^ „ exp [- 6 *«>/2] j{ * (IL41)

A distinction has to be made between the groups containing the matrix — 1 e SL(2, C),
and those which do not. Since the translation a accompanying B e SL(2, C) depends

only on A(B) A(— B), HXa as a subgroup of QPR contains the element (a 0, — 1)

if and only if (— 1 is an element of Hh.

In the representations considered so far (11.22, 34, 36, 38, 39, 40), HXt contains in
each case the element (a 0, — 1). Therefore these representations are one-valued

representations of PR.
For y 4= + tc, G3(2,y,X) does not contain the element (—1), the corresponding

representation xR of PR is therefore two-valued.

HXo(y) is characterized by a vector £e C2 (£ (fx, £2)). £ can be mapped on the
future light cone

C^X(C): (A"(0 <*„)„ :,&. (11.42)

The group G3(2, y, £) is given by

G3(2, y, £) {B | ß £ exp [b eiy'2] £} b real arbitrary (11.43)

On the following coordinates a representation of QPR is realized. o~: scalar

(£,o-); (a, A): (£, rj) -+ (A £, <r + (a, A(A) A(£))). (11.44)

/1(^4) is the Lorentz transformation associated with ^4 g SL(2, C). Identifying (£, cr)

with {expb e'yl2C,a*(b,a)} where a*(b, a) is a function to be determined, by an
identification mapping i(b, y) we have

(£, a)
*

— • > AÇ,o+ (a, A(A) A(£))

ilp.Y)
i(b,y)

{exp [b eiY'2] A £, a* (b, a + (a, A(A) A(£)}
(11.45)

exp [b eiyi2] £, a*(b, a) exp [b eiyl2] A £, a*(b, a)
{a,A) + (a,A(A)X{exp[be'yl2]C}).

Figure 4
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Equating the two expressions on the lower right of the above commutative
diagram one obtains

a* (b, a + [a, A(A) A(£)]) a*(b, a) + exp [2 b cos yj2] (a, A(A) A(£)) (11.46)

If we demand a*(b, a 0) 0, 11.46 reduces to

a*(b, q) exp [2 b cosyj2] q; q (a, A(A) A(£)). (11.47)

Since q in 11.47 is arbitrary o*(b,q) is thereby determined. The mapping Up, y)
identifies the following coordinates

m(y): (£, a) £ (exp [b eiyl2] £, exp [2 b cos y\2] a) (11.48)
i(b,y)

b real arbitrary.

(a, A) : (£, a)y ->(AÇ,o+ (a, A(A) X(Q)y

The index y reminds one, that the identification mapping i(b, y) depends on y as a

parameter.
The groups G£(2, y, — 1) are obtained from G3(2, y) by adjoining the matrix — 1,

they are not Lie subgroups of SL(2, C) but can be mapped by A: (^4, — A) -> A(A)
A(— A) on corresponding Lie subgroups of A.

Let us resume the four dimensional spaces m and the corresponding representations

ofi^orÇP*:
(a) m ~ Rit xe Rit (a, A): x-^-Ax + xa r scale factor

(ß) mçt(V++V_)uC(V++V_)uLC x e m, (a, A): x -> 1 + ^a*Ax)

(y) m^V++V_,xeV+ + V_, (a,A) : x^ y^yy-
(ô) m s C(V+ + V_), x e C(V+ + VA) (a, A) : x -> -1 +^Ax)
(sj m S {(£, a)y S (exp [b eiyl2] £, exp [2 & cos y/2] o-)}

(«,/!): (£, a) -* (A £, or + r(a, A(A) A(£)). (11.49)

Proposition: Only the manifolds (a) and (ß) satisfy A 8, i.e. the commutability of
the actions of x(A) and S.

Sketch of a proof: We proove that certain collections of charts on the manifolds
(y)' (<5)> (e y) do not satisfy A 8.

(y), (Ò): M {zf; i 1, 8, pi 0, 3} (y): (zA2 > 0 (Ò) : (z2) < 0

The above conditions cannot be maintained through the action of S.

(sy): M {(£„ ah) ~ exp [&A ^2] £„ exp [2 5, cos y/2] a,}

ô^ real arbitrary k 1, 8.
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The mapping i(bx, y) ® ® i(bs, y) i(b, y) does not commute with S: y e S

(C* <*k) *¦ gke Che • gke ae

/
i(b y) / i (&'. V)

exp [bk eiyl2] Çk, exp [2 bk cos y/2] ak —> gke exp [be eiy'2] Çe,
g

gke eXP t2 be COS y/2! °e ¦

Figure 5

The above reasoning does not provide a complete proof of the above stated
proposition. The possibility that other than the above charts are better suited to
satisfy A 8 is not excluded. Nevertheless we will not pursue this question further but
rather concentrate on the cases (a) and (ß). In both cases A is represented by the same
transformations and the respective manifolds are identical :

M((a),(ß)) {Zipi; i=l,...,8,ß 0,...,3} z{e Rt

(a): (a, A): {y} -> {A zt + ry}
g e K: {zk} -> {gke ze}

G»): (a,A): {z{}
lA-T,{a,A*{]

geK:{Zi}-^{gieze}. (11.50)

It follows from 11.50 that in both cases A 8 is satisfied.
The goal to determine the internal manifold M is hereby reached under the assumptions

A 1 8 and the auxiliary assumption A 9, which in case (ß) does not hold.
Contrasting with the assumptions A 1-3, A 4-8 should be regarded as the
consequences of general principles which underlie these investigations.

We now change the viewpoint that the action of 5 and t constitute primary
notions, and reconsider the internal manifold M in the light of a boundary value
problem on the space (x, z),z e M. The solutions of this problem will admit appropriate
substitutions which generate the representations of K and PR.

III. Partial Differential Equation, Boundary Conditions, Breaking of Symmetry
as a Perturbation

1. Mesons

Let f(x, z), z e M be a scalar or pseudoscalar wave function. The discussion of a
wave function of this type bears a close ressemblance to a theory of nonlocal fields as

described by Yukawa [13]. It has been shown by Fierz [14] that the nonlocal field
discussed in [13] can be decomposed into irreducible fields, transforming under the
Poincaré group as free fields of a common mass pi and spin s (s =0,1,...), which obey
the well known local commutation relations of free fields. Wave functions of the above

type were also discussed by Wigner [15] displaying the unusual representations of the
Poincaré group in the case of mass 0. In [13] and [15] the internal manifold was given
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by one four vector z restricted by the conditions^» z 0, p2 0 (p : energy-momentum
four vector, p2 0).

The following operators are available to construct a differential equation

P„ i àx„, Kk 1 *„„« Pv z°'j i df Z)'"* *# i dl, D"k i dl z"» V(z"'i) ;

V arbitrary function of zfH alone.

As in [13] and [15] an equation for ip only has a particle interpretation, if the following
subsidiary conditions are satisfied

z*̂*d„,y 0; /-1.....8. (ULI)

Therefore only such operators are admitted which commute with (zßli dx/l) ;

j 1, 8, or when commuted with (z^ dxA give rise to an operator which vanishes
if applied to ip as a consequence of III.l. We will only use the following combinations
of the above operators

-nx P2 t »,-£»*, Q w2 wllw" D'=£D'»;
i i

C fifkDikfifk,Dïk' V* V*(z2), z2=2Jzklz">k (III.2)
k

fijk structure constants of SU 3.

A partial differential equation of the following type will be considered

1(Q)V* + tV* + V* + V*C + y0s

+ {D' V*,}2

z"1'dXflV 0

ip 0 (III.3)

J xix

Oa is an operator which transforms like the eighth component of a member of an SU 3

octet, built from the operators in III.2

(e.g. dajk w* w-, /„,.» <* w", dm zl z"'k U(z2), fsjk U\
dijk are the totally symmetric Clebsch-Gordan coefficients generating the mapping
(8 ® 8)^. -> 8. (8 : octet representation of SU 3, s denotes the symmetrical product
space.)

y reflects the strength of the breaking and should not be confused with the y
labeling the groups G3(2, y), which do not enter the discussion of III.3.

Remarks: (i) the symmetry breaking operators associated with w'k violate the

postulate that the homogeneous Lorentz transformations commute with S.

(ii) the symmetry breaking will be treated in the following as a perturbation.
Hence mass formulas have to be looked at as first approximations and not as in other
approaches as the exact result of algebraic identities [16].

(iii) D,k D',h tor j 4= k is a selfadjoint differential operator. For; k special
care has to be taken because of the subsidiary conditions III.l.

We perform the following Fourier transformation on ip :

ip(x, z) N ¦ / exp (— i p x) <j>(p, z) dp;
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N: normalization constant. Equation II.3 becomes

Uf(ß)V*+tV* + V* + V*C + yOa

1 + (D' Vt)2

(z> p)<f> 0.
Let AD(p) be defined by

<f> 0 (III.4)

\p\ I yp* \/p* "Pi

--^-e h - e e 4- Ab- e e
y^z

eP>> °ik eP>6Pk + ypi ePi 6Pk / p2 > 0,p0>0
AD(-p) p2>0,p0<0 (III.5)A {p)=-—\¥\ pV~

V-p* V-p2

Po „ A „ „ i
\P\

i/3^2 "Pk 'k P* Pk ^ )/AAjA pi ph/ p2 <0

AP(p) is not defined on the light cone, p2 0. Let A(p) be defined by

A(p) R(ep) AD(p); R~x(ep) RM(q>tp) Ry(êep) Rz(- cpep) (III.6)

R(ep) is the rotation through the axis perpendicular to ep and ez (ez along the positive
^-axis) which turns ep into ez. For p2 > 0, A~x(p) is the generalized boost operator
used in the construction of helicity amplitudes [17]. For p2 4= 0 A(p) has the following
properties

p2 >0,p0> 0: A(p) p tfp2, 0, 0, 0)

P2 >0,p0< 0: A(p) p=(- i/p2, 0, 0, 0)

p2 < 0 A(p) p (0, 0, 0, j/- p2) (III.7)

Consider the coordinate transformation regular everywhere except on the light cone

(p,zk)-+(p,z'k A(p)zk) (III.8)

The case p2 0 will not be discussed here. Even if the unusual representations for
zero rest mass or massless particles with definite spin constitute solutions of III.3
they are incorporated without difficulty, the problem in this connection is to exclude
solutions for p2 < 0, which if they would appear shatter our hopes to describe a mass
spectrum of physical states.

Using the coordinate (p, z'k) III.4 becomes

f[Q(z')]V*(z'2) + tV*)z'2) + V*(z'2)

+ V*(z'2) C(z') + (D'(z') Vt(z'))2 + y Os(z')

(z'k A(p) p) </> 0

cf> 0 (111.9)
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1.1. The Case p2 t > 0

The subsidiary conditions are z'J <j> 0. We take the following form for ^ :

<f> FIò(z'0k) cp(p, z1). The à functions imply a redefinition of the operators
h

wik(p,z>,idk), D'jk(z',idk),...:

wjk(p, zj, i dk) A-X(p) w{ (A(p) p, z'K i dk,)

wjk(A(p) p, z'\ »* d) e(p0) /7(0, xik)

\+ lx >0|
e(x) \ ,t''*=z''A4f' k

|- 1 » <0J
D''* (z», t d*) Z)'»'* (z'', * d}k) iV'k z>. (III.10)

In order to display the self adjoint character of the operators in question,
especially of D' V?, let us consider a scalar product for the wave functions cpx,cp2, p
being fixed

(<¥i ?i)p /d3zx... d\ yx(p, zx... z8) cp2(p, zx...zs). (III.ll)
The adjoint of D'kk is

(D'kk)+ (i Vk zk)+ Dkk D'kk - i 3 1 (III.12)
and

(D' Vt)+ =V%D D' V% D' V* - i [r (dr V*) + 24 V*]

Demanding (D' Vf)+ D' V* one obtains

r \Pf vt(r)l + 24 V% 0; V* A r~2i

We will put the normalization constant A 1. 111.10 becomes

u f(-t L2) V* + t V* + V* + V*C + yOg

l^liif-^r-i}'^-0- (IIL13)

Substituting ux r46 u we have

[((i)'-°TÌ)-i*-
and replacing cp by r* # gives for 6 23/2

((^r) - «2) Z 0 «2 «i + 72- r46« + yr
c 6 • 24 - 1/4

«2 Vi(r) /(- tL2)+tV2+V3+ViC + yÖ&

Vr,2,t(r) r« V*%l(r) - ^.M ^ V*(r) + -y, 08 r» 08. (III.14)

Before analyzing III.14 further we look into the situation for t < 0.
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1.2. The Case p2 t < 0

The subsidiary conditions are z3 0=0. We choose the following form for <f> :

n
The important modification compared to 1.1 concerns the operators

w'k(p, z\ dk) A-X(f) vAk (A(P) p, z ', d'k),

w (A(P) p, z\ d'k) /^7(4*, N{k, - N[k, 0) (III.15)

0 N{k Njk N3k

- N[k o 4* - 4*
Mixvljk zulj i fìvlk _ fH i j)ßlk

- N[k - 4* 0 L[k

-Njk +Vk - L[h 0

The operators L3 27 4'> ^i,a 27 ^i'2 generate a three dimensional Lorentz
1 i

group À,.
[L3,Nx]=iN2 [L3,N2] -iNx [Nx,N2] -iL3

q w2 (- t) v2, "v2=L\- N2X - N2 (III. 16)

Since the argument z'2 27 (^'O2 °t V*(z'2) in 1.1 is negative we are as yet free to

continue these functions for positive values of their argument in an arbitrary fashion.
For (z')2 positive let Vf{(z')2} 00, thereby excluding the possibility that the wave
function <f> penetrates to these values of z'K

r |/-27(2''')2

is again defined. The rest of the analysis can be taken over from 1.1 which leads to the
potential

u2 f(-t v2) Vx(r) + t V2(r) + V3(r) + V,(r) C + yÖ3 t < 0

Vfif) have the same form as in III.14.
The following two equations arise in the cases t > 0 and t < 0 respectively :

^)~[f(-tL2) Vx+tV2+V3 + V,C + y Oj}y 0 t> 0

{(^J-U(~iv2)vi + iV*+v3+vic + yòs)}<p t<°- (IIL17)

We now neglect y Os which allows to separate variables in both cases

cp+ F+(r, I, q) Y+ (i ,l,q), cp_ F_(r, v, q) Y_ (^ v, q)

I (I + 1), v (v + 1), q2 denote the eigenvalues of the operators L2, î>2, C respectively.
Since C is a positive operator, its eigenvalues are non-negative. C as defined in III.2
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is one of the two Casimir operators of SU 3, namely F2 in the notation of de Swart
[18]. Denoting by G3 the other Casimir operator, C can be generalized

C' x(<*.F* + ß G3) (III.18)

1 is an arbitrary function. In order to maintain the positivity of C" the simplest
choice for y is1 l(x)^x2.
If the possibility of unequal masses for conjugate representations of SU 3 (e.g. the
10 and 10 representations) is to be included in the equations corresponding to III.17
for baryons, ß must be chosen different from 0.

Y± are generalized spherical functions depending on polar coordinates #±1,

#àA_t; n dira(zx, z8) 24.

&+i axe coordinates on a compact manifold, &_{ on a non-compact manifold. The
detailed structure of the functions Y± is of no relevance to the further analysis and will
not be considered here.

The radial functions F satisfy the equations

[{i-f - W" tl V + ^ Vx + tV2+V3+Vi q2}] F+(r) 0

[(irf -{f[-tv(v + l)]Vx + tV2+V3+Vi q2}] F.(r) 0 (III.19)

The spectrum of L2 is a discrete spectrum with non-negative eigenvalues l(l+l),l
0, 1, 2, The spectrum of v2 contains a continuous and a discrete part. This
spectrum has been studied on special manifolds in the context of general non-compact
rotation groups of arbitrary dimension by Raczka, Limic and Niederle [19]. To
determine the spectrum of v2 let us consider the following coordinates in the space
(zx, za) in analogy with a similar construction in the case of the rotation group.

Let (zx, z2) be linearly independent and let EX2 denote the plane spanned by the
two vectors. EX2 contains
(a) space like and time like vectors and two linearly independent light like vectors,
(b) only space like vectors,
(c) space like vectors and one light like vector.
Excluding the singular case (c) is no loss of generality, since we excluded already the
situation where (zx,z2) are linearly dependent, (a) Let us first exclude further the
situation where both zx and z2 are light like, e.g. z\ 4= 0. Let us denote by z2 a vector
in EX2, orthogonal to zx. If z\ > 0, z2 < 0 and vice versa. We normalize zx, z2 to
hyperbolic length 1 and — 1 corresponding to z\ 5 0, z'2 § 0.

Let z* denote the vector out of the pair (zx, z2) with z2 > 0, and z* the other one.
We call e3 the unit vector along z*, ex the unit vector along z* with lengths +_ 1

respectively. From zx, z2 one can construct z'3fl e z\ z2. z'3 lies along e2 defined by
e2/l e ev3 ex with e\ — 1. We have thus constructed a hyperbolic vector triplet
ex(zx,z2), e2(zx,z2), e3(zx,z2), y„CT: totally antisymmetric tensor. It can be reached
from the standard vector triplet (ex, ey, ez) along the x, y, z axes respectively, through
a Lorentz transformation which is thereby uniquely determined

A3eÄ3,A3(cp, x, i) RZ(<P) Sy(%) Rz(f)
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Rz(<p) denotes a rotation around the z-axis through the angle cp, Sy(x) a pure Lorentz
transformation in the y-direction through the hyperbolic angle x- The coordinates
(cp, x, ip) are, when interpreted with the proper caution, analogs of the Euler angles
defining the general position of a Cartesian vector triplet, (b) z\ <C 0, z\ < 0, z3
e z\ z2. We can again find an orthogonal vector to zx, z2 in EX2, and orient a hyperbolic

vector triplet (ex, e2, e3) along the vectors zx, z2, z'3, which is mapped on the
coordinates (<p,x>W)- The manifold described by the coordinates (cp,x>V>) can be

identified with the group manifold of A3. Locally the following coordinates can be

introduced on (zx,... z8):

(2>, z2), z\, zxz2, 4, z((27). t 3,4,...,8).

Z(zx, z2) denotes the hyperbolic triplet as defined above by (zx, z2). zt(Z) denote the
coordinates of zt with respect to Z(zx, z2). Let us call I the set of invariant coordinates
z\, z2, zx z2, zt(Z), t 3,4, ,8. Locally a mapping pi exists which maps (zx, z8)

on the space (27, I). The action of A3 on (zx, z8) or (Z, I) can be represented by the
following diagram

A3
(zx,..., z8) >¦ (Aszx, A3z8)

n /i (III.20)

(27. *) - —: (^27' J)

Figure 6

Z -> A3 Z are the left translations induced by the mapping

A3: A(cp, x, w) -» A M<P, X> V) (m-21)

An infinitesimal Lorentz transformation A(ccx, a2, a3) 1 — i [ax Nx + cx2N2 + a3 L3]
induces the following coordinate transformation on Z:

¦ X> f) ~ xa ~ C°A^X (cos 99 tn.x + sin 93 a2)

°%(<P> X> W) ~ sin(P ai + COS95 a2

ôy(<P> X> V") ihy" (COS99 Kl + ^9' ^ ' (III.22)

The generators of A3 are mapped on the following differential operators on Z:

L^TÒ<P

Nx -> T [- cothz COS99 dy - sinçj d, + -^y COS99 dj

N2 -> -r- — coth^ sinçj dv + COS99 d, 4—r— sin95 d4 (III.23)
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A L\ — A2 — A2 is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Z the metric tensor given by

0

l
i. k

chy
sh2*sh2/'

ch x 1 J ip-> i,k — 3

sh2y

The invariant volume element on A3 or the Haar measure is therefore given by
dpi |/|g | dcp dx dip dcp [ sh% | rf% iy

^ 7^/lel ^'d,- Ö2 + cothz d, +~ [dl + d\ - 2 ebx d, dv]. (III.24)

The eigenvalues of J* L\ — A2 — A2 on (zx, z8) are therefore reduced on (Z, I)
to the eigenvalues of A oaZ because A* has the form A* A ® 1 on (Z ® J). We are
led to consider the following eigenvalue equation on Z:

Ae"(<p, X> V>) =o(v)Qv(cp, x, ip), a(v) v (v + 1) (III.25)

The periodicity requirements in the compact variables cp, ip which are global requirements

will be determined from the general analysis of the unitary irreducible
representations of the groups A3 and S3 (S3 : covering group of A3). We take over the results
of the complete analysis of the above groups by Bargmann [20]. Following the ideas
of this work, Qv(cp,x,ip) can be realized as a matrix element (u2, U<-Vl(A[cp, %,f~\) ux)
where Um(A[<p, x,ip]) is the unitary transformation which represents A[cp, x, ip]-

uX2 are elements of a suitably chosen Hilbert space 7/w. q" can be decomposed using
the basis of eigenstates of L3, um in "W with L3um m um

Qvmm> - K «w(9». X> W) «O «-'"* d*mm.(x) ^im> (III.26)

If we demand that the functions (fmm, (fdvf (v) Qvmm,) are square integrable with
respect to the left and right invariant measure

dfi(cp x v) I snX I dX d(P dW

the following is the complete list of unitary irreducible representations labelled by the
parameter v :

(1) C°: {m 0, ±1, ±2, ...; v= - 1/2 + i a, a real arbitrary}
AQvmm- a(v) (fmm,, - oo < a(v) < - 1/4

(2) Cv1/2: {w ± 1/2, ± 3/2, ,v - 1/2 + i a, a real arbitrary
-oo < a(v) < - 1/4

(3) D+: {m v+l,v + 2, ...; v 0, 1/2, 1,3/2, ...} a(v) > 0

(4) Z);: {w= - (r+ 1), - (v + 2), ; v 0,1/2, 1, 3/2...} <r(v) ^ 0 (III.28)
(1) Cv gives rise to functions QvmmA\l), m, m' integers with N± Nx + i N2,

(N±)"Qvmm,(l) + 0iora 0,l,2,....
(2) C\>2 gives rise to functions <Amm,(2), m, m' half-integers, with (A±)a^„,(2) 4= 0

for a 0,1, 2,...
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(3) D+ gives rise to functions t/mm.(3), with A_ Qvv + X,m> 0.

(4) Dv gives rise to functions Qvmm\4), with N+ Qv_(v + X)im, 0.

Integer m, m' correspond to one-valued, half integer m, m' to two-valued
representations of A3. On our manifold (zx, z8) we can exclude the two-valued
representations. Collecting all possible values for v and a(v) occurring in the four cases
above, we obtain

Imv

®

<) Q.O O-, *
0 Vi i 3/z Rev

îtO—a e-iTO "znr. cr^-Jh 0 % 2 a(v)

O
discrete values of

— continuous values

r^ discrete values of
continuous values

Figure 7

v, a{v) | from one-valued representations of A3
of v, a(v) \

v, a(v) J from two-valued representations of A3
of v, a(v) \

We now return to III.19. Let QJt be the eigenvalue of L2 for t > 0 and of v2 for t < 0

l(l+l)t 1=0, l,...,t> 0

Îv
— — 1/2 4-î'a, —oo<a<+oo|

W<0.
v=k, k 0, 1, 2,

(III.28)

We rewrite III. 19 in a different form, redefining the potentials V{

{(ÌT - tCe + a)2Vx + tV2+V3+~Q F4]}F± 0

a>0 (III.29)

The difference between t > 0 and t < 0 lies in the different ranges for q as given by
III.28 and in the change of sign of the term t V2. Let us assume Vx W2, Wx > 0

for 0 <r < oo and let co denote (q + a)2. Then the following substitutions simplify
III.29

"

Wx(r') dr' W2(r), r2 W2(r), ±- Wx
d

dr dr„
F± ip (wxy> x

{(iT -\-0> + tV'2 + V3 + Q F4']} x 0

V2-i\ n' ^ + ^(i)2W2- (III.30)
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In order to gain further insight let us consider a solvable example taking

K -^ K ± + al vi i,.
pi, v, I, c > 0, r2-^-r.

With this choice of potentials III.30 describes the quantum mechanical Kepler
problem (the index 2 of r2 has been dropped)

For t < vjpi the Coulomb potential is repulsive so for t < v/pi the solutions correspond
to the continuous spectrum with positive energy. In III.31 the energy is given by
E — co and is always negative. Therefore there are no solutions of III.31 for t < vjpt.
The Hamilton function for the above problem in two dimensional phase space is

given by
TJIJ. \ J.2 flt-v bA-QC
H(p, r)=p2- £—— + —-f-

The substitutions co x2, z 2 x r, X (X + 1) b + q c, x e~'i2 z'+1fx(z) lead to the
equation for/A(z) :

z (Vf M*) + (2X + 2-z) m -(X+1- *£-) h(z) 0. (III.32)

The regular solution of III.32 is given by the confluent hypergeometric function

fÀ(z) Cf(x + l-^=^, 2X + 2,z). (III.33)

The condition establishing the normalizability of x reads

-nr X+l--^^nr 0, 1,2, (III.34)

nr is the number of zeros of x(nr> h A,f(— nr, z X + 2, z) being a polynomial of degree

nr with only real zeros. III.34 implies

{^p~y= (q + a)2 [nr + 1/2 + (b + 1/4 + ~o c)1'2]2

pit>v (III.35)

For q > 1 and c 4= 0 the right hand side of III.35 behaves like c q3 and III.35 can be

asymptotically for q -> oo replaced by

(^p-)2^CQ3or(^-)2^et3l3(l+l)3
Q, t -> CO

This implies
y ~ (MY

c I3 (Z+l)3 'is(fy
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Therefore if c 4= 0 / goes to zero for t -> oo, which is not a reasonable spectrum.
Hence we demand c 0.

^_y^2= k + a)2 {nr+1 + d)2. d+ 1/2 (6 + 1/4)1/2

pt t > v d > 0

and substituting a(wr) wr + 1 + d we obtain

a + v/2 a(nr) _., ,« a+(f/2a(»r))
/uj2a(nr)-l(lA-l) + 2 a(«r)

t > vjpi (III.36)

Remark: If we assume l(t) to be an analytic function of t except for poles and cuts,
then III.36 is unsatisfactory, for I (t — 0) necessarily is divergent, which from
other considerations is impossible. Since however III.36 defines l(t) only for t > vjpt,

nothing can be said in this framework about the continuation of l(t) to other values of t.

Discussion of III.36

Let t0(nr) denote the value of t, for which 1(1+1) [nr] 0, t0(nr) vjpt + 2 cy.(nr) a/pi;
t0(nr) is always bigger than vjpt and increases linearly with increasing nr. I (I + 1) [nr]
approaches asymptotically for t -> oo the value pi12 cc(nr).

The pole of l(t) at t 0 can be avoided, looking at another example :

K--P- V3 ="7^T

The substitution z f(t) r leads to

pi, v, b, c > 0; 0 < a < 1

6
+ ]}z-o.

m-1 __ fit-v c _y., _
/2(t) /a(0 02'^ -2 I ' * "¦]}

(III.37)

11+1

2«0

îafn

/ /' /
/ /
' /

Figure
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Choosing /= (pi t — v)lla we obtain

{(i)2-[(^V-^ + i]}^°- (IIL38)

The ansatz co(t) D2 (pit — v)2la gives an equation indépendant of t:

{(if-^-T^ + ìh'O. (III.39,

If D, c, b > 0 are chosen appropriately, III.39 has a bound solution. The spectrum
is determined by « ,rTT ,„,y

Q a D(pit-v)lla; t>vjpi (III.40)

If 1/a 2 A, A integer, III.40 leads to

1(1+1) =^-(pit~vfN-^. (III.41)

The pole for I (I + 1) at t 0 is avoided choosing D v2N a. This restricts the values
of /(0) since

(/(0) + 1/2)2 1/4 - -2-NAzAl ; i(0) - 1/2 ±
'1 2 N/xa

A v

Remarks: (i) Because b in III.37 is independent of I the solution F+(r) Y+(l, q.zjr)
will be irregular at r 0 for I > /*, I* (I* + 1) b.

(ii) The fact that in the two examples considered one does not find a wide class of
mass spectra is related to the interpolation of l(t) for noninteger /, which is real in both
cases.

The General Problem

Given a first function R(q, t) modulo a second function T (I (qjt+ l/4)l/2 — 1/2),
o, t > 0 such that „, ,„ „ „K T (l) 0 for / 0,1, 2,

Determine the class of equivalent potentials V(r) together with constants A, B, C, D
such that the regular, square integrable solution of the equation

0 {(¦£)'- [fe" + a)2 + t V(r) + AlllA^JZ]} % (IIL42)

gives rise to a mass spectrum in the form of the relation

RQ, t) + T(q, t)=0. (III.43)

If A B C 0, D X (X + 1), R + T is the Jost function fx(k, t)é), where k is

taken on the physical sheet, k i (q + a). /A depends on t which plays the role of

coupling strength and is as a consequence of a general theorem by Poincaré [21] an
analytic function of t for fixed k for a wide class of potentials and certainly if :

lm£>0 and f dr \V(r\ 1 + f Ä | r
0

4) The general analysis of the S-matrix in terms of appropriate solutions of the Schrödinger
equation is due to Jost [22].
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exists. In addition it is required that (A q2 + B q + c t) [I] increases for I -> oo at
least as fast as I (I + 1) and that for t < 0 the operator

{(4,)'+tV(r)+A^+Bî+Ct+D
in L2(RX) has no eigenstates belonging to the discrete or continuous spectrum, for
negative energy.

2. Baryons

Let W(x, z), z e M be a spinor wave function. The construction of a wave equation
for W proceeds close to the path followed in the scalar or pseudoscalar case.

The following operators can be used

(P y) P„yßi w? y5 y" y&(^ y) k. (III.44)

w o

y5 is defined as y5 ^/VrV with y\ — 1, yï yf — y6. The equation for W shall
have the form

/i(^2) Vt(2J(zk)2) + f2(w2) vt /,(*)
k

+ Vt + (pY)V*i+g(F2,G3)Vt + yOl

+ (D' V*)2

(A p)W=0 (III.45)

As in 1 the Fourier transform of W is considered

W(x, z) N fd*p exp (- i p x) W(p, z)

2.1. The Casep2 t> 0

Let A(p) be defined as in 111.5,6 and let S (A) be the spinor representation of the
1 — 1 component of A such that S-L(A) yf S (A) A^yv. As in 1 the following
coordinate transformation is performed

(P, zk) -> (p, A k A(p) zk) (111.8)

The transformation of 111.45 to the rest frame is completed by the substitutions
Wx(p, z'k) S~x(A(p)) W(p, zk)

fi(w2) V* + gV*6+ Vt + y08 + (D' Vt)2 U
to give

{Uy0 + s(p0) [Vt f+ f2(w2) Vt fs^LjJ)} Wx 0 (III.46)

(z ')° Wx 0 provided that/3 is an odd function of its argument.

Zk is the matrix

K o\
k=l, 2, 3.

Substituting \0 akj

Wx=lJò(z'k^
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where cp and % are two component spinors, in a representation of the P-matrices in
which y0 is diagonal one obtains

{U + e(p0) [Vt fi+ /,(- t L2) Vt /3((/^L27)} <P °

{U - e(p0) [Vt it + /,(- t L2) Vt /,(/< ^27)} * 0 (III.47)

If (çj+, %+) is a solution of III.47 for p0 > 0, then (cp_, jr_) (#+, çj+) is a solution for
/>0 < 0. The corresponding equations to 111.47 for a free Dirac wave function are

(- m? + s(p0) ]/T)cp 0 (- m* - s(p0) fr)x 0

Thus ]/i is determined from the first equation for p0 > 0 and the solutions are of the
form (cp+, x+ 0). It is to be noted, that the equations for cp and x are decoupled, all
the odd operators vanishing in the rest frame.

cp and x can be decomposed further, specifying the eigenvalues of (J2, Jz, tc) of

angular momentum and parity

rjm

<P)r,

1+1/2 + m
21A-1

\l 1+112-
AJ 21 +

\TA

xrii1 l,m- 1/2

— m
1

x In

I +1/2- m

2/+1

m+ 1/2

1 Im - 1/2

j l+ 1/2

1/2 A-m

21+1 *Z» -1/2 I

RfAr)

\^))j=l-lj2.
Similarly the functions TA(r) can be associated with x-

Since there are several vectors zk, k 1, ,8 available for the construction of
irreducible harmonic polynomials, the parity of Y\me is not necessarily (— 1)' (e.g.
z* A z*' has I 1 and n= + 1). Let x±(j) ± (J + 1/2). Substituting the above

expressions for <p and x we obtain

{U + e(p0) [Vt |/r+ /2 (- t L2±) Vt fs(ÌHx± - 1))]} R± 0

{u - e(p0) [vt |/7+ /2(-1 Lt) vt h (l/T(x± - i))]} r± 0

L\ l± (l± + 1). (III.48)

In III.48 the (+) signs in the upper and lower equation are independent. The same
substitutions as in 111.13-15 lead to

K
(['¦ tL\)

[fx(- t L\) Vx+V3 + gVe + yÖ3- (-^)2]

f e(Po) [Vt ft + f2(- t L2±) V2 f3[ )/T(x± - 1)]]

Vi+V3 + gV, + yÖ3-(^
- e(p0) [74 |/r+ /,(- t L2±) V% is {JHx± - 1)]} r± 0 (III.49)

V1,2,4,6
r™ ^1*2,4,6- ^3 ^46^* + c^ 08 r«08, c as in (III.14)
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2.2. The Case p2 t < 0
As in III.15 w2= - tv2

w(A(p) p, z', cï) )j~t(L3, N2,-Nx,0).
The spinor representation of SL(2, C) being a non-unitary representation S3 is

represented in a non-unitary way. The following operators can be diagonalized
simultaneously

Ô2 (l3 + 127a)2- (tfi + y «i)'- (tf2 + y «,)'

/3=i3 + |273. zi 4-tf?-tf2-
Special care will have to be taken when the continuous spectrum of A is

considered, because the corresponding functions Qvmm\cp, x, ip) are not normalizable within
the scalar product given by

2jt 2n oo

(Qi> &) j d<Pj dV>j dchx(Qr Q2)

000The generators of S3 axe

/3= Ls + y 27s- vx Nx+ y ax, v2 A2 + y a2.

The equation J3ip mip reduces ip to the following form

c+ m
' É?« - 1/2,5 + ® 9s». +

,.,_. C- »•?» +1/2,,-®9'*

d+m-Qm-ll2,t+®Wl

J-m-ovm + xl2:t_®y>:,

The index §• represents all other quantum numbers, not fixed by the behaviour of ip
under Lorentz transformations.

The equation ô2 ipmvq ß (ß + 1) ipmvq can be brought to the form

.' (N_ ^ + N+^-) tf* (m273 - r) v£"

N±~Nx±iN2, rx± 0Lx±ixi, x ß (ß + 1) - v (v + 1) - 1/4 (III.50)

The phases of qvab can be defined such that

n± Qlb c±.e;±liò c;a > 0 c;i<t c_p.+1 [a(a + i)-v(v+ i)]1'2. (111.51)

a (a + 1) — v (v + 1) > 0 for both the discrete and continuous spectrum. III.50 takes
the form

(X — m) C+m Ql,-rß,s+(Pm+ ~~ l C-m+ 1/2*-m Gm - 1/2,«- Wm~

(X + m) CV_
m

QVm + 1/2) s_ ç4_ * C+, m _ 1/2 *^+ m 0m - 1/2, f+ Vm+

(t - m) d\ mQvm_ 1/2j (+ t^+ -îC_b + 1/2
cr_

m
Qvm

_ 1/2> s_ <_
(T+ w) ^_mÄ+l/2,«-Vm-= -î'C + ,m + l/2C"+W.eL + l/2,S+9'm+ •
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Therefore we obtain s+ tr, s~ t+, cpqm± ipm^ and substituting

C+.m-il, C_m + xl2= [(m - 1/2) (m + 1/2) - v (v + l)p D>m:

(T-m)C+m=(-i)D>md<Lm
(r + m)A_m (^i)nmd\m
(r-m)d\m (-i)Wmc^m
(rAm)cT_m (-i)D"mc*+m (111.52)

III.52 determines x
x2-m2 - (Dvm)2 (v + 1/2)2 - m2

T+=±(V+ 1/2)

ß± v ± 1/2 (III.53)

The discrete spectrum of A : v 0,1, gives rise to discrete eigenvalues of ô2:

v 1/2+, 3/2*, 5/2*, in analogy with the situation for t > 0. The continuous values
of v: v — 1/2 + i a, a real arbitrary, give rise to two bands of values for ß

ß+ i a ß_ — 1 + i a

Let us consider the operator kx y0 y5 w y*1 which commutes with (/3, vx, v2).

kx is a symmetric operator if the scalar product of two spinors Wx, ^(99, x> V>) is given

(W2, Wx) Jdpi(cp, x, ip) (W+ Vx), dpi(cp, x,y>) dcpdipx \shx\dx.

Multiplying 111.50 by Z3y5 we obtain

(- ^27* + tf227i) <±vq ß (L3 + y 273 - t±27s) y» v£±" ¦

Since l/]/— t kx — ys L3 + N2 Zx — Nx Z2 the above equation is equivalent to

jTtk^i±v,t W2 - ^)Z^€±v'q ¦ (IIL54)

In the case of discrete values of v, III.54 is a proper equation. In the continuous case

x±= Azi" and the operator on the right hand side of III.54 is not symmetric. This
apparent contradiction is a consequence of the fact that the spinors xFm±'v,li, v

— 1/2 + i ex. are not normalizable within the scalar product as defined above. Thus
only wave packets of the form / du. c* ï*± <a)',,'? are normalizable (a Im/?± Imv).

III.54 implies that c± has to be chosen such that

[daoLciW^^'"'11 0
J a m

kx can then be redefined on ipP±(*i>v-i without changing the corresponding operator in
Hilbert space, to be

^k^ß^J^-^Z3^^' ^0'1'2'-"
V-' 1 m

I l/2273y5/±"?, v=-lj2 + i". (III.55)
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Let t* (v) be defined by
(±(v+lj2), v=- 0,1,2,...

t*(v)
\ 0 v - 1/2 4- * a

III.55 now reads

yèl *i K±/,? (1/2 - t*) 27s y5 ^±"? ¦ (III.56)

III.45 has the form

Ky0-a3[}/^>4 - /, [(1/2 - r*) /T"q /,(_ ^2) FJ} vd^1** 0

c+mQm- 1/2, s+ f+ m

WT1/2,?=| C-« <?»+1/2,5-<,»
(nI57)

a+ Pm-1/2,5-9'-m

Substituting

we obtain

C+m-«3 ys27s yo y3 \ &. Qm+1/2, s* v\

ut \j~tVi- /,[(1/2 - T*) i~t] /,(- <?) F2

S —S ul<P+m—ul Yl-m 9l-m — « T-m0 + m

«içM. -«î?tf. 5^ ^- (IIL58)
c + w c — m

The same substitutions as in III.13-15 are used to reduce further III.58 and III.49

Ü fx(- tL2)Vx + gVe+V3 + y Öa -U-Y
<>0 _ _

Xdr'
ù* =V^t + f2(- t L2)f3[p (x± - 1/2)] V2, x'± =±(l+ 1/2)

| «i fi(-tv2) Vx + gV6+V3 + yÖ3- (-^-Y
t<0l v_;

\ùt=Vi)j-t- /,(- t ts [(1/2 - t* /- t] V2. (111.59)

Substituting the operators u, ùk, ux, ù\ as defined in III.59 we obtain

\ùRÀXq -M* Z?''''*

ùfthq= ù*V'l-q
t>o,p0>o

t <0
*1 f+m — ul 9l-m

h<Pl-m — Ul 9+m

or dropping the indices (j,'.«), (A'.«) and replacing (R^l'q, f'm'-q) by (*,y),ç4»-«

- *' ?f-V by %, 9^« + J çfi», by yx :

t>0,p0>0 (u + ü*) x 0; (m - tt*) y 0

t < 0 («i + * «î) % 0; («j. - i ut) Vi 0 (III.60)
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The potentials in III.59 have to be chosen such that the only equation in III.60
possessing non-trivial solutions is (u + u*) x 0.

Example: We take y 0, fx(x) x2 - 2 a x, Vx 1, V2 0

gV,+ V3 a2 + — + -Ajg-L, F4=-^
Q t{L2 t>0 v2 t<0; l<s<2, pt,v,a,X>0 X : integer.

III.60 becomes

co (q + a)2

{(4)'-[—^ + ^]}'--0 -«m
m=l: qx=pt^t, t > 0, p0 > 0,

fx x

m 2: q2=-pt\/t, t > 0, p0 > 0,

/2 y

m =3: q3 ipiy—t, t<0,
/3 xi
m 4: qi=—ipt\i—t, t<0,
U yx. (III.61)

It follows immediately that the equation m 2 has no non-trivial solutions and that
for m 1 ]/t> vjpt. To discuss III.61 further we substitute z x r, x ]/co:

m'Aprì ^}t^]}l
7-y S-2-«. (III.62)

Since the boundary conditions for/in III.62 do not depend on the parameter y we
know by Poincaré's theorem [21] that /A(z, y) is an analytic function of y. Let us
consider 111.62 to be a special case of the equation

for k — i.
Following the general discussion of potential scattering and the construction of

the S-matrix from the Jost functions [22] let us introduce the special solutions of

III.63/A±(z, k,y) with
lim e*ikz fx,(z,k,y) 1

and the Jost functions

f,±(k,y)=\imzxf^(z,k,~y) (III.64)
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fx±(z> k> y)>f\±(k> y) satisfy the identities

n± (z, - *•, y*) h ± (*. *, y) ft+ (- k*, y*) h ± (k, y) (III.65)

The regular solution of III.63 defined by

lim z 9?(z, k, y) — 1

has the representation

?(*. A. y) y^y l/a- (A. y) h* {*, K y) - fx+ (k, y) /,. (z, Ä, y)] (III.66)

The location of the bound solution of III.63 is determined by

L+(k,ï) ft(-k*,~y*) 0 (III.67)

for k i a. Since (— i a)* t'awe conclude that if the pair (a, y) is a root of III.67,
so is (a, y*). Equations of the type III.63 with complex couplings y have been discussed

by Nataf and Cornille [23]. From their results it follows that if the potential
(in our case V(z) — ljzs) does not change sign, for a bound solution

y~-y* (III.68)

necessarily holds. III.68 implies that there are no non-trivial solutions of III.61 for
m 3, 4.

Let us now consider III.67 for k — i. yn, n — 1, 2, denote the roots oifx+(i, y)
such that/A+(î, y„) 0. Thereby the trajectories for co as a function of \/t are
determined

r -^~=Yn f>vjpi 0<a<l/4. (III.69)

In order to avoid trajectories for which l(t) -> 0 for t -> oo it is necessary that a < 1/4.
The discussion of III.69 is then the same as in the case of integer spin.

IV. Mass Formulas as Approximate Relations

1. Integer Spin

We consider the equation for cp as defined in III.11-14

<p 9(q,H,y,p,zi, ¦¦-,%) (iv.i)

q labels the representation of SU 3, (i3,y) denote the values of the third component
of isotopie spin and hypercharge respectively.

{(D> Vt)2 + f[-tl(l+l)]Vt + tVt+yO,+ Vt + C(q) Vi}cp 0. (IV.2)

The perturbation y Os causes a splitting of masses within a multiplet. We develop
t t(l, y,y) in powers ofy and determine t in first approximation t^ t0(l, q)+y tx(l, q,y)
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keeping / fixed. The wave function cp cp(q, i3,y, y, p, zk) is determined by the usual
perturbation methods. cp0(q, i3,y,p, zk) denotes the solution of IV.2 for y 0, the
equation considered in the preceding section. IV.2 is of the general type

(27 A P(y)] A + yB + C) cp(y) o (IV.3)

C, AL, B denote self adjoint operators. IV.3 is a generalized eigenvalue problem
(as considered also in (9)). The usual perturbation methods imply

t (n I v) (<Po(i>H, y)l-Osl<Po(g,is,y)) /jY ,\lW' ,y' (<paivt-ni+i)f[-t0i(i+i)-\ v*i<f0) ' v ';
The scalar product (cpx, cp2) is defined as in III. 11. For small values of l such that

i(i + x)\(n\f'v*x\n)\<\(n\vt\n)\
tx(l, q,y) is approximatively given by

In this approximation tx(l, q,y) is independent of t0, which distinguishes the case
where t is developed in powers of y from choosing other functions of t for a perturbation
expansion.

2. Half-integer Spin

Let us go back to Equation III.47 for cp and X. As follows from the discussion of
III.61 x ° for p0 > 0.

0 {(Z)' Vt)2 + f[-t 1(1+1)] V*x +Vt+gVt + yO, + ftvt) cp(q, i3, y, y) (IV.6)

In IV.6 the term/2(— t L2) V*f3(]/t L 27) has been neglected. The scalar product for
spinors cpx, cp2 is given by

(<Pi - <PÙ =jd% ¦ ¦ ¦ d\ <p+ (q, i3, y, p, z) cp2(q, i3, y, z) (IV.7)

The term \/t Vt indicates to develop \/t m(q, I, y, y) in powers of y, m ^ m0(q, I) +
y mx(q, l,y). One readily obtains

m(a l v\- (<PoÜAi,y)l-Oal<p0(<l.H, y)) (Ty 8>mAqA,y)- {9,ivi-2rm.{q.i>Ki+i) v;m • (IV-8)

As in 1, for values of I such that

|2 /' m0(q, 1)1(1+ 1) (<p0 \V* | n) \< I (<Po \K I <Po) I

mx(q, l,y) is given by

%biWïMy^M, (IV.9)
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A reason for the above mass splittings within multiplets to be comparable to the mass
difference of distinct multiplets can be sought in the smallness of the denominators
in IV.5 and IV.9

(n I vt |<Po). (n \vt\n) ¦

In ordinary perturbation calculations this term is replaced by (cp0,cp0) l.
Unless more evidence is gained for the discussed manifold to come close to reality

the approximate formulas IV.4,5,8,9 can not be taken as indications that the Gell-
Mann-Okubo mass formula applies to the square of the mass in the case of mesons
and to the mass in the case of baryons.
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Appendix

A complete classification of the Lie subgroups of SL(2, C) and A up to equivalence
will be given and some properties thereof established. Proofs will be omitted in order
not to lengthen unduly this outline.

A Lie subgroup of SL(2, C) will be denoted by Gd(n) (d: dimension of Gd(n),

n: label of Gd(n)). If the matrix — 1 e SL(2, C) is contained in Gd(n) this property will
be indicated by G%(n). If — 1 <£Gd(n) the adjunction of — 1 to Gd(n) leads to an
enlarged group, denoted by G*(m, — 1) which is no longer a Lie subgroup of SL(2, C).

G|(«) as well as Gf («, — 1) can be identified by a two to one homomorphism h from

SL(2, C) onto A, with a Lie subgroup of A.

h: A,- A->A(A)=A(- A) (1)

In the Lie algebra L of SL(2, C) or A the following basis is chosen

X{, i 1, 2, 3 generators of SU 2, or generators of the rotation group,

Yj, i 1, 2, 3 generators of pure Lorentz transformations in the »-direction.

In the self-representation of SL(2, C) to (Xk, Yk) correspond

1 1

y- <*k. Ya*
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respectively. The commutation relations are

[Xs,Xt]=estrXr [Xs,Yt]=estrYr [Y„ Yt] - sstr Xr. (2)

An element £ of L is given by its components

C=(xk,yk)=Z(^kXk + ykYk).
k

There are two invariant bilinear, indefinite forms on L

(CiC2)i xxx2-yxy2; (Çx, Q2 (xxy2 + x2yx) (3)

L can also be realized as the complexification of the algebra generated by Xk, k

1, 2, 3 identifying Yk with iXk. f then has three complex components

C (** H + i y„) =£zk Xk =2J (xh Xh + yk Yk)
k

The bilinear form in Lc is given by

(Ci. Q3 =Zhkhk (Ci, Qx Re {(d, Qsf, (d, f2)2 Im {(£i - Qs} ¦ W
k

In the following A e SL(2, C), A e Ä. The Lie subgroups of SL(2, C) and A can be

arranged as follows:

I h b\\
1. G4 (1) y4 1 > a, b, complex arbitrary

\0 a-1/

r*m h
IA \ Ai-r n x lightlikevector

G4 (1) {A | A A - cA k) Ca real arbitrarv

2.0. G3(2, y 0) \A

Cyi real arbitrary
(ey b \|
10 e-y

r real arbitrary
b complex arbitrary

Gt (2. y °. ~ • {A\A exp [aY3 + b
a 6> c real arbitrary

(Yx-X2) + c(Xx-Y2)]}.
1 ' At A"/l2~\ jAA r real arbitrary

(2,y) =i^
'

y ¥= 0, y # ± tc

2.y. G3(2, y) {A & complex arbitrary
\0 e"Vre y/J/ y real fixed

G* (2, y, - 1) {/11 /L exp [« (cosy/2 Y3 -
siny/2 X3) + b(Yx- X2) + c(Xx- Y2)]}

a, b, c real arbitrary

2.y=±n. G*(2,y=±^) L4= f real ^l^' " • ' ' ln -i<pli]\ b complex arbitrary
I \u e IS

G* (2, y ± ?r) {A | /1 A X, X2 0} A light like vector
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3. G*s(3)

G*s(3)-
h ~

—»A3.

{A\A A) A complex conjugate
matrix to A

4. G*(4) ={A \A+A=\],
G* (4) s SU 2 _Ì>. Z? (rotation

group)

/« 0\l V5 C* 15) — I A — I 1' a complex arbitrary

"j ~\0a-i/i' (abelian>

G2 (5) >. {yl | /1 exp («I3 + J Y3)} a, 6 real arbitrary

Ier Q \\
G2(6) I A

I \° «"

G*(6, - 1) -\ {A [ A exp (a Y3 + b

(Y, - *2))} ¦

g, real arbitrary

a, ft real arbitrary

I1 b\\
G (7)

' A — I I >
k complex arbitrary

| \° 1/1' (abelian)

G*(7, - 1) _^> {yl | yl exp (a (Yx - A2)
a, 6 real arbitrary

+ b(Xx- Y2))}

I /e^2 0\|
8. Gx(8, y) \ A I I r real arbitrary

1q g_re«y/2/
'

y real fixed

y + 0, y # ± tt

£*(8> y. - 1) —? {/1 | A exp [a (cosy/2 Y3
a real arbitrary

-siny/2A3)]}.

f /! e\i
9. Gj^(9) { ^4 \\, Q real arbitrary

I \° Vi
Gf (9, - 1) ». {yl | /1 exp [a (Yx - A2)]} a real arbitrary

10' Gi(!0) =r io «"»j ' b realarbitrar^

Gj (10, — 1) {A | A exp [a Y3]} a real arbitrary
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11. Gx(ll)

Gf(ll)

Internal Manifolds

f /eivl2 0\

\0 e~i,pl2J

{A\A exp [cp X3]}

1343

A cp real arbitrary

cp real arbitrary

The block diagram in Figure 9 illustrates the interdependence of the groups Gd(n),
G|(m'), G^(n", —1) (if two boxes are joined by a line, the lower group is contained
in the higher one).

SL*(Z,C)

51(1)

BÎI« m ewrt^mK(Z,±Jl)
6.(Z.Yl 6,2.0

BO (?(6,-fl

\

G70.-1) ET00.-DWD /ÜMS 5,(8,y)

Figure 9
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